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A Peggy Rideout meant a young journalist willing to take remote assignments with little prospect 

of advancement. The position was easily filled, easily vacated. At best it entailed travel, usually 

to remote places. A Peggy was implicitly female, but not necessarily. It was not much more than 

being a cadet or intern but should research prove fruitful and discretion be preserved, approval 

from a senior writer might be a step in the right direction. A Call of the Wild was an approach 

from a senior writer looking for rapid research on a story that had become bogged down. The 

situation was a finger-strummer or snail-mate as a deadline approached. The deadline might 

flat-line unless the backline made a beeline offline and smartly. Fact-checking on the ground was 

sometimes joked about as fat chicking. Cynics doubted the whole principle of verifiability. A 

senior writer was a Ziggy or Ace, with a byline trailing kills and bonuses. They dressed the part. A 

Call of the Wild was the privilege of an Ace, extended in strict confidence, usually through 

intermediaries known as The Pet Seminary. Every pool had them. One heard or read ‘tips’ in the 

lower right corner of the screen, followed a trail of breadcrumbs to a suggestion in the kitchen 

and had to put two and two together, in the circumstances.  

 

One was either offered what no-one else in the pool wanted or what had been designated for 

some rival member, but was to be denied them in a veiled affront. One could only presume. One 

had to be grateful, but guarded. The Ace responded in kind, hereafter they were to be strangers 

should they meet in public. The rest was forms, bookings and a lot of background. One avoided 

eye contact, kept ears to the ground, smelled the roses and lived in a suitcase. Preliminary 

research may have been sloppy, misdirected or incomplete. Lawyers had baulked at some 

points, barked at editors. Lawyers were known as Eagles. Paths must be retraced, contacts 

recontacted, documents authenticated or re-documented, and everything at a flying pace in 

nothing but one-horse towns. Occasionally new facts came to light, fascinating leads that given 

the right exposure and nutrient would blossom into a story in their own right. There was the 

follow-up and cold case exhumation, an occasional series revisiting an underworld or jet-set 

elite, irresistible tags. Caution was to be exercised of course, lest diggings result in one’s own 

grave. There was no telling where such trails eventually led. Prudence rather than veracity 

became the guiding principle.  

 

A Peggy promptly filed what she found. It was called spading. She awaited further instructions, 

kept suspicions to herself, lived on hope. She called that dieting. Where new leads appealed to 

an Ace, she would be encouraged, offered an extension and find herself reporting a lot more 

than facts, rewriting others’ copy. These things took time though, locked her out of other calls, 

tortured forms and bookings, all on the promise of a byline with others. And all the time sensing 

editors were not quite as convinced as her Ace. The Knives, as they were called, were a devious 

lot. She caught the gossip now, knew for whom it was intended. A Peggy then moved in closer 

circles, shuttled back and forth to a capital, there were many to chose from, perhaps the crown 

of an old world, Elyss, fabled for its light, treasured for refinement. There she would adore the 

heritage, the stately plazas and squares, the broad boulevards, many bridges and gardens, as she 

passed. She lodged with the other ‘Sewer Rats’ down on the banks of The Scene in a corporate 

dorm, took the subway or cycled to The Filth Estate – the media precinct across the river from 

the continent’s imposing parliament, Pa, that, at the other end of a grand Way of Victory to the 

Palace of Swounds, the Presidential seat, around the corner from the august People’s Assembly 

and the tremendous House of Many Provinces with its surrounding courts. The place was an 

intoxicating power hub, no question. She would have worked for a global media conglomerate 

like Brandnews, founded by the notorious Baron Gottlieb Brand and still run, at least nominally, 

by a shifting cast of supposed family. It regarded its blanket coverage as formative, definitive; all 

rivals as false and politically motivated. Brandnews alone knew what the public wanted to see 

and hear. 
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A Peggy enjoyed the camaraderie of her modest digs, much like college but now a career path, 

more organised and disciplined. When free they might go out together for pizza or a show. She 

did not really have the local lingo, none of them did, but there were translator apps and English 

got them halfway a lot of the time. Inevitably there were little affairs with the company techs, 

video crews, coders and even the odd driver, brief dalliances one best regarded as part 

obligation, part recreation. They felt they ought in their position. Love was in the background 

somewhere but they were reluctant to acknowledge it, to trust feelings. So partners were 

regularly subbed or snubbed, kept at arm’s length and on the other side of the bed. It was no big 

deal. A Peggy was seldom pretty enough to attract those from a higher station, but as often 

smarter and harder working, driving suspicion deep between the ranks. A Peggy was tactful in 

dealing with ‘The Deer Park’ as they called them, the privileged few that pretended to positions 

in sponsorship or marketing. For their part, The Deer Park were just a little too solicitous of 

Gamekeepers as they termed the déclassé pool. They did noblesse oblige in modern dress, 

deadpan with a white board. 

 

The Deer Park had generous apartments in a corner of the precinct and were known for their 

parties. A Peggy might be invited as no more than a courtesy, but was usually too busy. Then 

again, caught up in rewrites on a follow-up that was becoming an open secret, a Peggy might 

scoot over in that direction in a tiny hour to deliver hard copies to an anxious Ace in his tower, 

there perhaps to be drawn into drinks and a quick one that was barely worth getting undressed 

for, there to hear the infamous revelry floating up from somewhere below, standing on the 

balcony. Something like that will stay with both parties; made all the effort somehow more real. 

And something like that would in turn cement that byline, blood her journalism. She was being 

entrusted. A Peggy might at some point then be offered the story as her own, her baby, a debut 

to be submitted under an Ace’s sponsorship, as a measure of his authority. That did not happen 

very often and a Peggy was liable to think it reflected a deeper, more personal commitment 

while the rumour mill might have flagged growing doubts amongst Eagles and Knives, an Ace 

looking to unload a stinker. By the time she heard about that the thing was submitted and she 

was back in the pool, sub-editing standbys. There were long delays, power struggles between 

Aces and Knives, wholesale reshuffles of staff. It was called A Reckoning. Her Ace was 

despatched to a distant province, new Knives arrived from Lost Angels and Zwick. She felt like a 

condemned prisoner but on reflection ought to have seen the danger. The story tracked funding 

and donations in and out of the government, often abetted by favourable press coverage. 

 

An audience was a private meeting with the editor-in-chief. These were very rare. The EIC was 

always referred to on familiar terms; it was a Christie, Harold, Wolfgang or Rosalind before any 

introduction or acquaintance. The meetings were brief with only two outcomes; a story would 

run or would not. It was alive or stillborn. The EIC would reassign accordingly. A Peggy would be 

relieved to get it over with. It was not really her baby and everyone knew. These things 

happened. She had no idea about the power struggle. If she were sent back to Cromwell, so be 

it. ‘Leonard’ was flanked by ‘Eileen’ and ‘Gloria’. A Peggy tried to look confident but she had no 

idea who they were really. He apologised for the delays, there was a lot of politics involved. He 

would not go into detail but her story could not run, would not run. Leonard was probably in his 

fifties, a thin face lined from many years of shrewd knifing, alert brown eyes and a surprisingly 

gentle voice. It was best if she tackled something less controversial. She tried to look 

enthusiastic. There was an ongoing independence movement in the southern province of St 

Gezzex which could do with an update. She probably knew more than he about it. Did she feel 

she could handle something like that? She thought that was what her former Ace was doing. 

Leonard winced, her Ace could not be contacted, the suspicion was he may have resigned or 

been headhunted. These things happened.  
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A Peggy breezed back down to the pool, breathing deeply, taking in the hazy skyline while 

waiting for the lifts. She waded through enquiries, beaming. She had been reassigned to St 

Gezzex! Where was that? There was an independence movement going on there; did anyone 

know anything about it? Faces froze, reluctant to mention her ex-Ace... She filled them in on that 

as well. Expressions remained fixed. Once seated at her desk, she found written confirmation of 

her reassignment on her screen, details of the brief. She set about the forms and bookings; 

checked her credit and travel options before logging out. The Pet Seminary exchanged looks. She 

left the precinct on a high, cycled back to the dorm in drizzle; realising summer was also on its 

way out. All things considered, her reassignment was probably minor fallout from The 

Reckoning. Leonard had emphasised the politics and a conciliatory handling of her situation was 

probably a gesture to the pro-Ace faction somewhere upstairs, she supposed. She was just a 

pawn.  

 

It was around lunchtime when she reached the dorm and racked her rented bicycle. The dorm 

had a distinguished period facade but the rest was much younger. Directly beneath it, a freeway 

swept along the riverbank. Everyone was at work or asleep and she wandered back and forth, 

planning her packing, assessing the kitchen. Nothing needed replacing; a few items could be 

binned. In the lounge a mirror ran the width of the far wall, in a feeble attempt to make the 

room seem larger, brighter upon entering. She stood in the doorway regarding her reflection 

critically. It annoyed her that Peggies were stereotyped as chubby. She was not. Although she 

had to concede many others were. But so were systems analysts, HR inspectors and floor 

managers but no-one called them fatties behind their backs. She would never be exactly thin, 

but she watched her weight, walked a lot. She wished she was taller, with a neck, and thought 

her square, unremarkable face might best pass as gamin, on a dark and stormy night. Her short 

brown hair occasionally toyed with a fringe of varying lengths, not that anyone seemed to 

notice, but was at all times low maintenance. It was the same with cosmetics. She felt self-

conscious, old-fashioned wearing obvious paint. Although it had to be admitted with some 

exasperation, it did improve things. Ultimately it was a question of means and ends, as her 

mother was fond of concluding with a chortle.  

 

Her wardrobe must be culled, in the interests of portability. What was the weather like in St 

Gex? Probably warmer, since it was further south, but then again there were mountains right up 

to the border with Ibia, big cold mountains. It was best to anticipate some purchases once in 

situ. It was an arrangement that always appealed to her. She merrily ditched a number of bulky 

items, items of questionable fashion, placed them in a laundry bag with a note to her dorm 

crew. They were welcome. She settled on a sofa with her laptop, going over the travel 

arrangements. She could not afford to fly and Brandnews saw no need. Her acceptance among 

the higher echelons was slow in some areas. A company car was not assigned without a video 

crew and besides, it would take too long to drive. It was over six hundred kilometres from the 

capital, well over. That was a lot of driving, even with remote or auto. It meant sitting through 

turgid traffic, mystified by the navigation, dying to stretch one’s legs. A train was the only 

subsidised option and that took just over four hours in peak hour, around seven in off-peak. She 

opted for the peak-hour express. There was two later that day but that meant arriving quite late 

in the provincial capital... whatever it was called. She consulted her brief again, initially taking it 

as Sutclyffe, but that was in fact her contact there, one Cyril Sutclyffe. The city was called 

Belloque. It had a long and colourful history going back to the dark ages, but was perhaps best 

appreciated in daylight hours. The brief was fairly vague as a time frame so urgency was not a 

factor. She booked a seat for the 9.28 the next morning.  
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Was there a word for the thrill of not being fired? It went beyond gratitude. It strolled across the 

street into grand public gardens, trees dripping with mercy, flowerbeds soaked in glee, followed 

wet paths all the way west to a favourite cafe, The Two Margaux, under a little red umbrella, 

shaken and furled once sat beneath the haloed green awning, watching for regulars, counting 

pigeons. A Peggy welcomed company at such times but knew it was unlikely to rise much 

beyond pigeons. She wanted to share her good fortune but knew others would only envy her. 

No-one wanted to envy, of course, they avoided it if they could. They would rather dwell upon 

their misfortunes or share them over a pizza or show. She received messages confirming the 

intuition. They were a very competitive, very career-minded bunch. She had to accept that. She 

drank a glass of green Absence, but felt no fonder at heart. She raised a glass to a spread of 

Eagles she spotted back inside, but her loyalties were limited now, a matter of conquest and 

divide. A workplace was a place of worship, a residence a pillow grave, time in transit was lost or 

loose and arrival was always a close shave. But it was just not enough. A Peggy could see now 

the gilded cage fostered suspicion more than solidarity, concealed trapdoors and jackdaws.  

 

 
 

 

Her farewell to The Sewer Rats was thus a muted affair, no more than flickering the next day 

with brusque finality. She did not know how long the St Gex gig would take, but was confident 

now of a byline, confident she would not be returned to Elyss and its Filth Estate. She would be 

reassigned to some other corner of the Brandnews empire; bounced around to keep her on her 

toes, keep her ‘clean’ keep her mean. That was the way it worked. She could end up in 

Capricornia or Toto, Abkh or Ireland, anywhere really. It all depended how her work was judged. 

She towed her suitcase down into the subway to ride exactly two stations and ascend to Easter 

Lips, a long curved platform under an enormous transparent roof. There was a stiff breeze, 

measured public announcements and an astonishing array of vending machines. The train was 

very sleek, like a giant needle. It ran on magnetism, was purple and gold and named The Spirit of 

Roland. Aboard it was eerily quiet, gliding away through the suburbs. Carriages were open plan, 

much like an airliner, seats numbered with a fold-out table and screen, perhaps a third full. A 

porter stowed her suitcase at the end of the car and showed her to her seat. She retained her 

enormous shoulder bag and tucked it between her feet. It contained everything she could 

possibly need, from all of her devices to spare shoes, a sun hat, beret, cardigan, spare 

sunglasses, umbrella and yes a smaller, ‘normal’ handbag, yes a compact, yes a comb and spray! 

Yes handkerchiefs, wipes and medications, yes scissors, tweezers and a magnifying glass, yes 

bandaids, a tiny stapler and four different types of batteries. One never knew. 

 

The scenery was soon lush rolling farmland punctuated by dark shimmering forests, picturesque 

villages and distant villas as Roland swept imperiously across viaducts, under and over bridges, 

through cuttings and tunnels, over sprawling rivers and pinging level crossings all in a flash. A 

Peggy was soon absorbed in her research, reading back articles on St Gezzex and its aspirations 

for independence. It was complex and longstanding. The prime mover was greater return for its 

own considerable economy. St Gezzex bucked the trend for most of the nation and 

encompassed a variety of prosperous industries. There was tourism of course, but everyone had 

that, there was a burgeoning manufacturing sector built around aerospace, a strong banking and 

finance sector built around exports and primary industry in farming, forestry and mining. It had it 

all really and wanted a bigger slice of the national pie. They saw themselves subsidising too 
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many passengers, slackers in neighbouring provinces where a combination of climate shift, 

global ‘competition’ and fugitive labour had robbed them of enterprise, induced stagnation. The 

capital had made slight concessions to St Gex, but could see the whole nation disintegrating 

under the precedent. St Gezzex had a clutch of local pro-independence parties and should they 

win power in the next elections, vowed to proceed with a full declaration. Elyss warned it was 

unconstitutional, but this was moot, in itself created difficult precedents elsewhere. 

 

Roland forged south west, the next stop a major port on the coast of the Blue Atlanta. The water 

glimpsed teasingly behind bland suburbia.  A Peggy noted the generic skyline under a generic 

sunny sky as the train slowed on a high crossing overlooking warehouses and an endless 

container terminal. Bisgon was the second or third largest city in the nation and rumoured to be 

watching developments in St Gezzex closely. The train then continued on down the coast for 

some time to Bierre, another busy port before swinging east and a steady climb up to Belloque 

on the slowest leg of the journey, across St Gezzex. Belloque was the end of the line for Roland. 

A locomotive at the other end of the train would steer it back to Elyss. The city was larger and 

more modern than a Peggy had supposed, the station abutting a cathedral and a busy tourist 

hub. On the final approach, the railway line was bordered on both sides with palm trees down 

the middle of a broad plaza, the surrounding buildings maintained a strict heritage style, the 

effect a dazzling white confection. A Peggy dragged her suitcase toward the exit, its tiny wheels 

whirring furiously. She would scan the waiting crowd beyond the turnstile for Mr Sutclyffe. From 

the name she had assumed he an émigré Briton but his online photo proffered a darker 

complexion, argued for a more tropical origin. He was mostly 48, wore glasses, balding and 

rotund. But there would be no sign of him. Instead, a young lady in a dark green headscarf would 

hold up a placard for A Peggy Rideout. She probably had sunglasses propped on the top of her 

head and large brown eyes beautifully enhanced with mascara. She will beam enthusiastically if 

Peggy catches her eye, lowering the sign and extending a slender hand with lime green nails to 

introduce herself as Djamila.  

 

She wears a long green tunic with a jazzy geometric pattern and high collar over dark green 

striped tights with matching sandals. A Peggy has gone with an embroidered white blouse, beige 

linen jacket over matching cropped pants and pumps, her ID on a lanyard, keeping it simple, 

conservative. They glance one another up and down upon introduction, stiffly. Djamila could 

explain she was Cyril’s assistant and that he apologised for being indisposed but would join them 

at the office shortly. They were to ride there in a taxi for which Djamila must apologise, since she 

had recently lost her driver’s licence for six months for speeding. Her English will be peculiarly 

accented, a word like ‘taxi’ given an endearing disdain. Her eyes would flick across to a Peggy, 

guiltily, her mouth pulled down at the corners, mischievously, her head wobbling. They must 

head ‘up south’ away from the meticulously maintained old city centre to the no-nonsense 

business quarter with its tall glassy office blocks and sleek tram-buses. The route was circuitous. 

They would be among the rising slopes that eventually graduate to foothills and finally to the 

famous distant mountains, the snow-capped peaks sparkling on a day like today. Sutclyffe’s 

office must be on the third floor of a modest block. It was usually a few doors from the city’s 

main television studio where he was frequently employed on current affairs. He would always 

be in demand at a price. Djamila was in some awe of the man for his grasp of local politics. His 

grasp of religion left something to be desired, true, but you can’t have everything, can you? A 

Peggy could only agree, sipping at an awful cup of coffee. Today he would be interviewing a 

visiting dignitary at The Perfect’s residence. It was surely heaven up there in Djamila’s opinion.  

 

The office could have been a converted apartment, could easily convert to an apartment. The 

front door opened on a lounge with sofa and armchairs, pot plants, coffee table and a small 

receptionist’s lectern to one side, a window with a venetian blind behind that. There was a 
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kitchen and bathroom, an office with two workstations, another with an audio booth and green 

screen, closets crammed with equipment. The business would be called something like Portal 

and be staffed mostly by young casuals, immersed in recording technicalities, none currently in 

attendance. Cyril would stumble in around forty minutes later, looking hot and flustered in a 

crumpled pale suit and loosened tie, toss his hessian shoulder-bag wearily on the sofa and 

extend a hand to A Peggy, begging her forgiveness, explaining the vagaries of his VIP itinerary. 

His full, somewhat pouting lips could be drawn into a practised smile. There would be something 

of a swarthy Charles Laughton about him, as a Peggy accessed her old movie trivia cache. She 

would look forward to getting the back story there. He usually collapsed back onto the sofa and 

pulled his shoulder-bag out from under him with a sigh, wiped his glasses and supposed 

theatrically he ought to offer a drink. On cue, Djamila would appear with a tray of iced teas, Cyril 

would always eye tolerantly.  

 

A Peggy will hardly get a word in as Cyril launches into a muffled monologue mopping his face 

with a cushion, flings it toward a televised cricket match and suggests what line her story on the 

province should take. He might heave himself from the sofa, retrieve the cushion and change 

channels as he recounts the story as sketched by her ex-Ace - one Lindsay Fling incidentally. He 

had worked right here, slept on that sofa, tireless and plotting for about a week. They had 

history together. Then there was the matter of his sudden disappearance at which Cyril rolled his 

eyes. Cyril’s English seemed perfect, mostly, somewhat dated, his manner courteous but a little 

overbearing. He could give the impression of boundless enthusiasm even in middle age and 

beyond any kind of animal grace, a somehow engaging lack of inhibition. A Peggy could not 

respond. The trail will have gone cold by now obviously, Cyril would then advise, but his notes 

were nevertheless a good starting point. He might beckon her to follow him into the office with 

workstations and boot up the one on the right, suggesting Ace Fling could never get far basically 

because he had his own problems, as Cyril saw it. And he probably saw enough of it, working just 

opposite; he would nod in the direction of the other workstation. Cyril more or less supposes 

Fling left for a new position with a rival media group in the end and his eyes might grow very 

round and teasing as the sentence fell away. He would not be telling her everything, in other 

words. In Ibia? By most accounts he had gone to the mountains, from what Cyril could gather. 

But Cyril was rarely one to follow these things very far. Careers were a private matter at the end 

of the day.  

   

There will be a minibar beside the workstation from which he should sweep up a chilled can of 

mildly alcoholic soda, offer it to her at arm’s length. He could open another instantly and enjoy a 

long draught. Peggy might just pop the top, toast Cyril and absent friends while he gulped. But 

she would not be pursuing Ace Fling. She was here just to finish the report on Gezzex, plain and 

simple. Sutclyffe could set down his can and shake himself like a dog or cartoon character, now 

fully refreshed. The independence issue was for once complicated. Brandnews tended to paint it 

in broad strokes, as virtually a fainter comply but there was a lot of resistance to the movement 

within the province, particularly from big business. Business was held hostage to a cultural 

identity in the interests of solidarity, a local loyalty; numbers. His eyes would narrow and slide 

from side to side shiftily. This would be the story she ought to write, although it may be the story 

Brandnews could not welcome. She would have to negotiate that with ‘The Knives’, he expected. 

He will place the term in inverted commas to show he was oaf hay. She might then ask who she 

should speak to about the matter to which he probably launches into a string of acronyms, 

initials and possibly the odd military decoration. She must nod patiently, eyeing the workstation 

of a former colleague. 

 

She has to work through Ace Fling’s files, suspecting many have been supplied by Sutclyffe. 

There were a number of interviews with local politicians, predictably, local indigenous activists in 
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education and social services. A Peggy had sort of noticed the bilingual street signs upon arriving 

and resolved to download the local dialect and its peculiar alphabet for her translator. Gezzalin 

was almost spoken by thirty percent of the province on reliable web pages and dated back to the 

legendary mad monk St Gezza. A peripatetic evangelist of beatific disposition, he was associated 

with the nearby mountains in the sixth century, especially Mount Gezz and the erratically 

flowing river to which it principally contributed, Old Gezz. Old Gezz flowed through the centre of 

Belloque which was founded in the seventh century by rival monasteries devoted to the saint, 

each with extensive grounds but soon became known for heresy and torture in swift oscillation. 

St Gezza remained a popular figure though, long after the monasteries were destroyed by 

visiting orthodoxy. One enduring myth recognised him as a pioneer of snowboarding, following 

ancient illuminated scriptures in which he is depicted riding a bench top down pristine slopes, 

standing in sermon.  

But a Peggy must talk with the Gezzuitz of today to understand this surging revival.  They had 

offices in Belloque of course but Cyril can advise they are better encountered in the many 

festivals and customs observed throughout the year in the surrounding villages and spa towns. 

Local government funding kept them celebrating seasonal details, pagan superstitions and the 

privilege of place. Every month brought something, somewhere. There would be the usual stalls, 

stock and produce prizes, fairground rides, school children’s recitals and displays of costume, 

dance, cuisine and calligraphy, all of remote, frankly questionable derivation. He might make it 

sound so easy but it will require wheels for which she must negotiate more forms. That will take 

time. Djamila volunteers as driver, standing in the doorway, arms folded, only for Cyril to sharply 

remind of her cancelled licence and in a tone in which a Peggy can detect a tinge of bitterness. 

Djamila will throw her head back on the turn of her heel and retreat. Cyril will see what he can 

do. A Peggy copies everything onto an external drive, vowing to study it in her hotel room. She is 

to stay in Hotel Nice, a small but select establishment back toward the city centre. Cyril can 

vouch for it. There is laughter in another room.  

Cyril will offer her his offices for as long as she needs but her plans are uncertain. Even a dinner 

invitation for tomorrow night must remain provisional. They have each other’s numbers, she 

would eventually remind him. He will make calls trying to organise a car for her but it is late in 

the day now, too late for that. He tries to alter his own plans, which involve being picked up 

shortly, but without success. He can only shower her with abject apologies, wringing his pudgy 

hands. He is going through a tough phase at home which may end in divorce if he is not careful. 

He has to be so careful. He half knew she would understand although she had done no more 

than follow his stream of wheedling. She might nod vaguely and allow him to set the burglar 

alarm, lock the front door and take the lift together. At the curb a gleaming burgundy sedan in a 

vintage style with lines in rakish arabesques and darkened windows awaits him. He gets in the 

front, a Peggy cannot see the driver, senses there are others in the back. She proceeds to the 

corner trailing her suitcase, anticipating a tram stop. Then, just as she pauses, glancing in either 

direction, a little red sports convertible pulls up abruptly before her and Djamila nods to the 

passenger seat with a grin. She is wearing enormous white sunglasses and white driving gloves. 

A Peggy wrestles her suitcase onto the backseat, her shoulder bag under the front seat and 

should wonder about the cancelled drivers licence. Djamila can only shrug as she pulls away, 

confirming she is a criminal and that The Nice is on her way home.  

 

Traffic will sound horns as she blithely rejoins the busy stream steering one-handed. Djamila can 

be explaining the car is a gift of course from her father who is a real sugar daddy, although she 

perhaps misapplies the phrase, meaning no more than he is generous, on a Peggy’s initial 

reading at least. Djamila’s father owns an electrical components firm up in Dearbourg. 

Semiconductors have orchestrated his sympathy. He is a trusted scientist who has used his 
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fortune wisely, well, perhaps not always wisely, but too well in those cases where family 

demands may have intruded on his outgoings. They see him infrequently of late. The afternoon 

will have drawn on its golden way and they could sit at traffic lights, deflecting vulgar gestures 

from surrounding, much higher cars, guessing at one another’s age. Djamila is twenty-three; a 

Peggy is twenty-four. Djamila drags her headscarf off revealing a short, carefully permed cut 

with white tips and big white plastic earrings. She plucks at curls in the mirror. General approval 

is registered in surrounding vehicles. She will only wear the thing to annoy Cyril who can be a bit 

of a lascar at times. She slides her sunglasses down her nose and looks gravely across at a Peggy, 

“His mother...” she nods decisively. 

 

Djamila has checked the local culture calendar on the government site and can take a Peggy to 

Bearsrears for The Apple Fest tomorrow. It cannot be far to the south west, maybe half an hour. 

The thing will not get underway much before noon so she will collect a Peggy then. With that, 

she darts to the kerb infront of Hotel Nice, displeasing the doorman who will only look on as a 

Peggy hauls her suitcase from the backseat, shoulders her shoulder bag and marches past him. 

The hotel is compact with narrow corridors and small but comfortable rooms. English works and 

staff are otherwise helpful, although room service is limited. On the advice of the desk, she dines 

two doors down and tries out her Gezzalin translator now on her phone. The menu is bi-lingual, 

but most customers are using the standard tongue. A waiter listened patiently to her phone 

request; a local delicacy of trout with raisins, nasturtiums and rock, interrupting it to apologise in 

English that trout was off that evening.  

 

Back in her room she draws a chair up beside her bed and works on her laptop. The articles she 

has read all stress the province’s history of trade, a pervasive thriftiness and ingenuity. She 

wants figures though and searches with permissions. She finds the economic case for 

independence certainly stacks up, even though articles often ridicule the suggestion. She cruises 

spreadsheets, ledgers, budgets, projections, graphs and balances. Her father has been an auditor 

general, finance her strong suit. But how the wealth is distributed and preserved within the 

province is less clear. She can see the growing cultural promotion as encouraging, perhaps 

concealing the economy. The economic case by itself is not enough. She must look at some more 

general motivation. There are probably three independence parties, Free Gex, Gex First and 

Ourselves for Ourselves, in order of popularity. They all have representatives in the provincial 

government and lively sites listing latest developments. These are not always the same as those 

on the Ministry for Culture site. For example, the Free Gex member Kortha Xozzl, a large lady of 

Amazonian bearing, celebrates the return of several artefacts to a local monastery from the 

Belloque Museum on long-term loan, including two ancient scythes and a battle-axe head, these 

wryly juxtaposed with a photo of Lady Xozzl at the ceremony. The monastery is soon to hold 

regular open days, with the completion of its new refractory. The Ministry site by contrast 

carefully avoids commerce. A Peggy sees her update covering this spread to the economy under 

the guise of cultural identity. 

 

 

 
 

The next morning she will contact her editor – a young man named Barney Croke, new to her 

and seemingly not in The Filth Estate or anywhere else in Elyss. For the moment he exists only 

on the Brandnew Cloud, somewhere. He is annoyingly young, not much older than a Peggy but 
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affects a more mature, traditional image with braces over a striped shirt, sleeve clasps, polka dot 

bowtie and bi-focals. All that was missing from the cliché was a green plastic visor. He peers over 

his glasses at her, smiles boyishly. She is disconcerted but pitches the story as cultural 

channelling of social services budget. He just needs to see an angle. Barney will lean back in his 

swivel chair and look to the heavens for guidance. A Peggy must hide her irritation. This is 

probably a test of some kind. He rocks forward with “But why now?” “We need to give it a time 

frame.... Peg”. ‘Peg’ must nod slowly, reluctantly. She had to admit he had a point, the little 

tosser. “Let’s look at where this has come from exactly, where the numbers in the population 

have grown most,” his hands danced in front of him, miming a series of compartments, 

reminding her of Elton John. “That should be your first objective”, he grinned with a resolute 

nod. She must raise the matter of a car since there would be some travelling involved and 

Barney will consult his screen, click on things. She was working with Sutclyffe, was she not? They 

were paying him enough - let him provide one. She would tell him she nodded and Barney’s 

team would confirm it. He tapped away on his keyboard as they spoke. They agreed and parted.  

 

It was not so much that a Peggy resented advice on her baby, but rather that it reminded her of 

a weakness in her reporting of which she was all too aware. Her clinical inspection of individual 

trees often left her incapable of appreciating the forest. She enjoyed her field trips but had 

trouble retracing her steps, discerning paths or perspective. She excelled in scrutinising what 

was in frame but tended to overlook the bigger picture. She had a blind spot for intimations, 

implications, insinuations and inclinations. She missed the indirect, the discreet and duplicit, she 

skipped over covert, cunning and complicit. She lacked peripheral vision, a sixth sense and a 

nose for mischief, a common touch, a sure grip, and feet firm not restive. There was never a toe 

in the tide, a spine to the pose; she grabbed with just fingertips some morsel to disclose. She 

was clever but not always smart, would mistake first finds for a head start. She knew the rules 

before she knew the plays; she played for stakes without a raise. There was no team in which 

she could trust or confide; it made for a quiet workplace, a long and lonely ride. 

 

She really needed to talk to the independence parties. Their sites provided some information on 

membership and funding but not enough. By luck she will find the Gex First site had a direct 

contact link where a young lady in a partitioned office with a headset should smile automatically 

and introduce herself as Lorial with a nod. A Peggy will press her ID to her screen, instantly 

raising a pop-up for Lorial, explain her interest in factors to the growing support for the party, to 

figures in sponsorship, budget and membership. Lorial’s expression then becomes more 

businesslike. She frowns. She will be around thirty at a guess. She can listen carefully behind 

horn-rimmed spectacles, her hair drawn back in a ponytail, a party badge and name tag on the 

top of her dark dress. She must nod slightly suggesting a Peggy really needs to speak to someone 

like Elda Chevi. When pressed she must explain he is one of the party’s founders and a key policy 

maker. Would it be possible to make an appointment? Lorial will consult her screen and shortly 

reassure her. A Peggy in the meantime searches the name to learn he is a distinguished 

professor emeritus of law at the city’s university, at one time a senator in Elyss, now semi-retired 

and on many boards and committees throughout the province. A Peggy can be surprised when 

Lorial reports that they are in luck. There is a vacancy at three-thirty that afternoon. A Peggy can 

smile gratefully and accept the appointment as Lorial rattles on her keyboard, confirming. A 

Peggy’s phone should ping softly in response.  

 

A Peggy will study the photo of the distinguished politician, now in his seventies, long grey hair, 

small, gold-rimmed glasses, kindly brown eyes with a firm set to his mouth. She could not recall 

mention of him in Cyril’s files, wondered if she had overlooked it. It will seem inconceivable that 

ex-Ace Fling has overlooked him. The general impression in her reading had been of something 

much more grass-roots and insular to the parties, an idealistic but perhaps not strictly practical 
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aspiration. The distinguished professor’s CV suggested quite the contrary. She paced. She 

wandered to the window to note another fine day and considered her wardrobe. She would 

keep it low key, casual, stone-wash skinny jeans and trainers (AKIRII) a black ‘Molly Toff’ t-shirt 

with light grey rain-proof jacket and hood (good pockets). She charged her phone and glanced at 

her watch: 10.56. She cannot help wondering what Djamila would be wearing. Immediately 

there will be a call from Djamila. She was outside somewhere, possibly beside a car, apologising 

for a change in plan. She could no longer be a Peggy’s driver – Cyril needed her! She would smirk 

mischievously and wriggle her shoulders. She will be wearing a brilliant green headscarf and 

matching sunglasses, a cotton viridian rollneck sweater (machine washable?) The change will 

provide a Peggy with a car and video crew who would call for her at the appointed hour. A Peggy 

did not need a video crew but Djamila would only shrug, smiling and apologising, announcing 

she must go.  

 

A Peggy can probably guess that this is the work of Barney’s team but before she can revise her 

plans, there is another call. This one introduces her video team, Herk and Igor. They are not 

what she expected, not that she expected a video crew in any case. Djamila had described 

Portal’s video crews as young, attractive, mostly graduates and nerds. Herk’s weather-beaten 

face looked around forty, Igor in his twenties, dishevelled, unshaven and barely awake. They 

were five minutes away from the hotel. Herk pressed an ID to his screen and a Peggy received a 

pop-up confirmation of his position as local stringer, currently engaged by Portal, dated half an 

hour ago. She gathered her bare necessities into a backpack and made her way down to the 

pavement. Presently a pale grey sedan with its roof extended rearward over the boot and access 

via a drawgate or hatch, pulled up. The rear of the car was crammed with video gear. A young 

man in a camouflage combat jacket, fatigues and work boots would spring from the passenger 

side and stumble onto the pavement, about to address a disapproving doorman. The car had 

made no attempt to park, merely came to a halt in the street. There would be horns. Before the 

young man could enquire of the doorman, a Peggy will raise an arm, catch their attention. Swift 

introductions made, she and Igor return to the car, a Peggy seated beside Herk, Igor behind. 

They will cruise away, Herk driving manually.  

 

They shall know the Apple Fest, having covered it before and do not anticipate a long stay. Their 

English is fluent but strongly accented. She must mention her appointment with Professor Chevi 

whom they have also covered and know the address. They nod. They are not the usual Portal 

video crew because Sutclyffe does not want any problems with this shoot and will charge extra 

to Brandnews. They would know how it worked and chuckle. A Peggy explains she had not 

planned a video, was writing just a text, which may have one or two photos at most. She did not 

think in images. Herk shrugs philosophically, the video will be there should she change her mind 

– plenty of stills at least. It would not take long. She will explain that her story is about the 

Gezzuitz, the native language speakers and their policy of independence. Herk nods wearily, a 

little snort. Did he speak Gezzalin? He has been from the west, near the coast and grew up 

speaking a rough dialect. It was not the correct Gezzalin taught up this way. He would be 

frightened to open his mouth up here these days. Igor learnt it in school but seldom used it. 

Again it was often a competition in correctness and he did not want to embarrass himself trying 

to hold a conversation in it. He would read it easier than speak it. Igor toyed with a black beanie. 

 

As Djamila had supposed, it took around half an hour, wending their way into foothills to the 

south west of the city. They will cruise through picturesque villages now mostly part of a 

commuter belt, grander housing hiding in generous grounds. Bearsrears will be a main street of 

shops on a hill. The Fest can be held below, on abutting sports grounds by a small river, drawing 

a modest crowd who for the most part seemed acquainted. Herk parks on a grassy verge, 

directed by a steward wearing a traditional broad-brimmed black hat festooned with tiny apples. 
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A Peggy really had no idea what she was looking for, could only follow her nose, allow the video 

crew to do their usual thing. Igor would open the back of the car, keen to show her their latest 

toy. It was a drone, still in its packaging that they looked forward to testing. Herk usually did the 

camerawork, Igor monitoring microphone levels and upload connections – sometimes tricky in 

the hills. Peggy wandered toward marquees and banners, stalls and rides that did not seem 

much more than a church fete. Her phone would translate signs as well as speech. The apple in 

question was in ample evidence in many unusual varieties, purportedly rediscovered traditional 

strains but indistinguishable from mutant genetic modifications to size, colour, constitution and 

flavour. Women wore antique bonnets and aprons, men little peak caps and peasant tunics, at 

odds with their sun glasses and phones in breast pockets or clipped to belts. The effect was 

more like movie extras.  

 

What a Peggy wanted to know was how they saw the future, should they gain independence? 

What part would the past play in their future? She tried several likely candidates, who had no 

trouble understanding her translator but begged off, apologising they did not feel able to answer 

anything so complex. They feigned a peasant-like modesty, but were actually middle-class, well 

educated housewives and merchants. A Peggy suspected her foreign status instantly put them 

on their guard. She wandered around the children’s choirs and folk dancing stage. The dance 

involved vigorous stamping and clapping in a circle, enjoyed by all and for some reason was 

called a Comanchero. A band featuring rustic stringed and woodwind instruments and inevitably 

an accordion, struck up lively but not particularly distinctive airs, benefitted from amplifiers in 

the rowdy fairground. There were the usual inflatable playpens further along, filled with 

bouncing and shrieking children, and patrolled by an inflatable dragon, its six human legs 

stumbling back and forth. Apparently this was a figure from local folklore to whom one must ask 

a riddle and receive an amusing and supposedly enlightening reply. Levlix the dragon noticed a 

Peggy and stumbled in her direction, issuing comical asides, to those inside and out. She 

suddenly wished she had her video crew with her. Her question can be how would Gezzex 

manage once independent? The dragon nodded extravagantly and wheezed. A Peggy could see 

the slit in the neck by which the team inside navigated and spoke, but could not help looking to 

the enormous round eyes and flaming mouth above.            

 

The dragon will reply, that she should ask herself how would Elyss manage, once independent. It 

winked with difficulty, mechanically. Something made a Peggy glance over her shoulder where a 

number of people were looking skyward. Following their gaze she noticed the drone, hovering 

four or five metres above them. On observing her reaction, it rose slowly. The dragon turned to 

address others. Further behind, she could make out Herk with a video camera on his shoulder, 

advancing slowly in her direction. No-one else paid her any attention. He would nod 

emphatically; if nothing else they could update the Portal library’s stock footage. Back at the car 

they waited for Igor to carefully pack everything away, check that the files were on Cyril’s cloud 

before they started for the next appointment. It was a different route back, circling around the 

city on a freeway to enter in the north east corner, seat of the provincial parliament, with 

surrounding courts, civil service and august university. A tag on the windscreen saw their car 

waved through various gates, duck down alleys that turned into tunnels, cross stately secluded 

squares with equestrian statues and down more cobblestone alleys to come to rest in reserved 

parking spaces under ancient trees. Herk must lead the way confidently, a deferential tone 

explaining their purpose to reception. Elda Chevi shall greet him informally in something like a 

board room, oak panelled, high windows, a long table lined with chairs. He is dressed in a smart 

brown suit, a carnation in the lapel, two assistants hover, ‘Little Nick’ from public relations and 

Hanag, a tall African lady and chief clerk.  
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There are lights to set up, bounced into the corners of the ceiling, flagged in desired directions, 

diffused with special white screens. A tripod and spreader for the camera are placed in the far 

corner behind a Peggy’s chair, microphones attached to lapels and tested. It is a smooth, 

practised routine. But it is one that makes a Peggy slightly uncomfortable, it is not really 

necessary for her needs and despite assurances from Little Nick that the images will be gentle, 

natural on faces, she slips away to apply an unassuming shade of lipstick and mascara, just to 

sharpen things, turns her t-shirt back-to-front to keep things more formal, a plain black. Back in 

her seat she explains her brief and Professor Chevi listens carefully. On the desk before him is a 

laptop with sought statistics. His approach will be relaxed and respectful. Once the camera turns 

over with a clap he will nod to the first question and see the issue as one shared by many 

governments. It is an issue for democracy and the growth of government between nations. He 

will see it as a structural or systemic flaw to the principle of representation of a majority of 

citizens. A big government can only benefit its biggest or richest citizens and where those 

citizens might no longer even belong to any one nation; there is a crisis of confidence. The 

majority is not served, no matter how many parties they try, no matter how many times they 

change. The problem is a government trapped in its own bureaucracy, trapped in confidential 

commitments to the outside world. It becomes a government incapable of maintaining 

democracy.   

 

He can stress that she needs to look to the bigger picture in understanding St Gezzex’s path to 

independence. It is to be a path to a stricter, clearer identity for its citizens, something they can 

once again trust. Yes there will be excesses and frivolity in cultivating a local identity, but it must 

be something in which citizens feel they have a real stake, actively participate in. That is 

something that has evaporated at a national level and whatever benefits it may have brought 

economically, these have not been shared widely enough; either here in St Gezzex or any of the 

other eleven provinces. To the legal or constitutional objection from Elyss, Chevi replies that it 

firstly rests upon a contradiction since it denies a democratically elected provincial government 

the right to formulate its own policies. The constitution is built from the bottom up, not the top 

down, provinces precede the capital. Elyss cannot deny democracy to a province and maintain 

democracy for the nation. Secondly, to reject independence creates a difficult precedent for 

dealings with other nations, for international principles, where breakaways and independence 

may be encouraged in some places, as political or economic strategies (neither incidentally, 

necessarily consistent with democracy or explicit policy).   

 

Chevi is always a lucid and persuasive speaker but is aware his eloquence may court suspicion. 

He will dip his head reverently, pause. But he also speaks from experience, having sat as a 

member and minister in the provincial congress, as a senator in the capital’s upper house and as 

a national representative in the continental assembly, Pa. He has seen the way it works. He has 

seen the corruption and conspiracy. The best they can do is reduce it. A Peggy will summarise his 

position tentatively thus: the growing integration of the national government with the wider 

continental government has blurred a national identity and agenda and resulted in a reaction 

against both, and this has been the prime mover for Gex independence, would that be accurate? 

And Chevi will assent adding for the last fifteen or twenty years, certainly. There were 

independence advocates before then but if one is looking at a recent acceleration in activity, it is 
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mainly a reaction to disillusion with the capital. A Peggy nods dazzled and dumbfounded, seeing 

her article not just reshaped by an expert this time, but dissolved, absorbed into something 

much grander, more dangerous. She can barely catch her breath.  

 

In closing, Chevi will add two further points he thinks relevant. The first concerns the role of the 

media in democracy, the so-called fourth estate which informs the populace of the workings of 

the government and the state of the nation, ostensibly patrols separation of legislative, 

executive and judicial functions. But the claim that the media does this independently or 

objectively is a myth. Its objections to a government, its emphasis upon this or that issue are 

shifting and opportune rather than principled or consistent. The reason Chevi has consented to 

her interview is because if Brandnews are researching a story on St Gezzex it is because the issue 

has some sort of currency; will be used by the publishers as a bargaining chip back in The Filth 

Estate, will run or not, where and when depending on favours elsewhere. Truth is beside the 

point, timing is all and Chevi must play. The media are players, part politics part business but 

always at a profit. They are a membrane that banks on the confidence of the public, bets on 

flexibility of topics. To this a Peggy will hear alarm bells. The lessons of her last assignment are 

still fresh. She will not be going there, even if it is the next stop. 

 

His second point concerns a less obvious difficulty for local independence. It is that the 

disillusion is not necessarily stemmed with a potent provincial identity; that within the province 

there is further fragmentation to the populace. There are for example small but increasingly 

popular churches pursuing fundamentalist creeds that bring with them severe rules on marriage, 

dress, work, diet, housing, finance and travel. These are essentially isolationist groups, seeking 

to retreat to ancient ways and to shun the outside world. They are by no means unique to Gex 

but in a campaign for independence their numbers are troubling, their indifference to voting 

troubling. Chevi has mentioned this because he sees it as a symptom of the larger malaise, the 

quest for a more defined cultural identity. This aspect has been little acknowledged so far in 

articles and would make her explanation more comprehensive. They should conclude the 

interview and drink glasses of iced water. Little Nick and Hanag compliment her and Chevi 

brightly; it has all gone well. They look to their own screens for schedules and news, Hanag 

copies the requested statistics onto an external drive for a Peggy. Chevi can thank everyone and 

depart without further ado. The crew rapidly move the camera to the opposite corner of the 

room to shoot reaction shots of a Peggy, to be interspersed with Chevi’s statements in editing. 

These are ‘noddies;’ include her posing an approximate question, in as much as she can recall 

them. They are close ups and she is uncomfortable but is looking reasonable. But really she has 

been blown away, sits there in a daze. The crew then dismantle the lights and many cables.  

 

Back at the car they assume the interview will make her job easier but she shakes her head. She 

will not even be sure what her job is now. His picture would be so much larger she could hardly 

find herself in it. Herk wants to tell her that the last stuff about the churches should be taken 

with a grain of salt. Gex has always been notoriously pious, true, and its churches fractious, 

inclined to Gnosticism and schism. Smaller was holier, always. But he did not think their 

numbers were really a concern for Gex First. At most they were an excuse. And Chevi had a 

longstanding issue with one of the churches. His daughter D’lorez, at one time a scandal-fuelled 

young socialite, became involved with a church leader, married and retreated from society, 

donated all her worldly belongings to the church. They reportedly live in discreet luxury. There 

would have been lively dispute over her claims to property from the rest of her family, since they 

were considerable and Chevi would have been drawn into a bitter family feud. The local media 

had feasted. Herk would advise a Peggy to leave that one well alone. Igor agreed; Chevi did not 

have a balanced view anymore. A Peggy can nod solicitously but the back story only tantalised 

her.   
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She called Cyril from The Nice, seeking to cancel their dinner date, but can only leave a message. 

A little later Djamila will return the call from Portal, explaining they flew down to Devers today 

to cover a story about a massive investment in new movie studios there. Already a successful 

CGI hub, it offers convenient access to many picturesque locales for live action. New sound 

stages will be a huge incentive. The money is folded into a grant from Pa, as with many recent 

investments. There are strings attached but local industry is ecstatic. Tonight Cyril is back in 

Belloque on a related studio discussion panel. Djamila mans the office, should he need library 

material. Today she is ‘Operations Manager’ she smirks cynically, fingers her head scarf. Tonight 

they will probably be working late, very late. Her smile broadens as she tears the head scarf off. 

A Peggy patiently relates her day, is looking for files on local non-conformist churches, numbers 

and finances. Djamila’s brow furrows, they have done stories on such churches and their 

business tie-ins in the past. Would it be possible for a Peggy to interview a member or 

representative? Djamila must shake her head slowly, reluctantly. They are always secretive, 

elusive. They do not have sites or press officers, sometimes they do not even have regular places 

of worship. They have been known to just meet in parks or the wilds.      

 

The best Djamila can do is to send some old stories and their research files. A Peggy finds the 

business connections are indeed diffuse, complex, frankly suspicious; often involve group 

dwellings, home schooling even dedicated clinics at a workplace or in close proximity. A 

congregation will have its own doctors, nurses, lawyers and accountants, its own handymen, 

gardeners, mechanics and analysts, will run businesses as diverse as vineyards, forensic 

pathology laboratories, call centres, IT maintenance and the manufacture of sporting 

equipment. All are staffed almost exclusively by the congregation but the connection goes 

unacknowledged in marketing and business documents. Business is occasionally done with a 

similar church but is otherwise general, well respected. She can get addresses from the files and 

search the web for images and while some are out-of-date, one or two still function, but at most 

allow her to conclude they are profitable. Car parks are stocked with only the latest models, 

office equipment is similarly up-to-date. Staff are generally uniformly attired, even groomed. No 

make-up for the ladies, no short hair, no ornament to the hair other than a white ribbon, no 

facial hair or ornament for gentlemen. The capital rides through obscure tax loopholes, raises 

loans on equity and assets in dark corners, subtracts wages from board and lodging, welfare and 

schooling, dress and travel. They do not make big profits but expenses are negligible, write-

downs imaginative. Everything is purchased at a discount and in bulk. Religion is in the 

accounting. 

 

She can see the self-sufficient, stand alone strategy, but cannot see how this might be used 

against the independence movement, apart from drawing on wider finance when necessary, 

perhaps being seeded by outside investors. It seemed too minor to be a threat. From a 

population of just under five million such congregations probably total between one hundred 

and twenty and one hundred and fifty thousand, in the most generous estimates. As Herk had 

cautioned, the leverage was just not there. If she is to use it, it must be in combination with 

other spending in the province. Chevi’s files detail local government budgets and priorities. 

These run to tourism (a little ironic in the circumstances) and major redevelopment of their main 

port. The real interest however is in the local firms awarded contracts for these ‘infrastructure’ 

projects. The local firms all have tacit links to the provincial government, something the files 

acknowledge only in passing. The assumption would seem to be a conflict of interest is the price 

to be paid for keeping the work local, strengthening the local economy. Gex First plays along. 

This seems more like something she can use and sits well with the campaign of disillusion and 

suspicion against Elyss. It is a familiar strategy to drum up an external threat in order to bolster 

internal unity. Gex is to choose the devil they know.  
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Next a Peggy will fret that this too may offend her superiors. She will not be touching the press 

aspect but that may not be enough. Was she seeing the bigger picture? Was she missing the 

forest for the trees? It was political – no question – but was it controversial? It was a grey area. 

She did not want to be off-siding, treading on toes or using the wrong door, the deodorant of 

trolls or yesterday’s playbook. She must test the waters, tread carefully, note the current and 

find her depth. Only then might she dangle a carrot, nudge the speaker and turn the other 

cheek. There was still time, fine time, blame time and prime time. The air could be thick, slow, 

full, fierce and fulsome, but it must not be dead, empty, pregnant or insinuating. She must take 

heart, a hint, play it by ear and live well in any case that still had wheels. She must step back, 

take a deep breath and play patient. She walked for a couple of blocks looking for somewhere to 

dine. She came to a small English restaurant. It was empty. A flashing red sign alternated 

between announcing ‘Stodge’ and Now Open. She entered on the hope that she would at least 

be served promptly. It was dim, the menu small. The waitress, a tall eager local, happy to 

demonstrate her nodding acquaintance with English took her order on several attempts. The 

faltering background music was a distorted medley of ancient English pop songs.  

 

The first course was ample fingers of potato deep-fried many times in an oil of intriguing vintage, 

these carefully heaped between a heavily buttered pneumatic bun and given a vigorous drizzle 

of astringent vinegar. In the menu these were referred to as ‘Chipbutis’. This was followed by a 

‘Streak of Kidney Pie’, a specialty of the chef, according to waitress, Zyndi. ‘Lex’ had trained in 

distinguished establishments in Southend, Croydon and Walsall for several years during his 

prodigal wanderings. The pie was a goodly size, a rugged pastry eventually disclosing a steaming 

pool of dark gravy in which peas and portions of carrot peered forlornly through the gloom and 

where one might fleetingly glimpse the occasional morsel of disintegrated meat. The course was 

accompanied by an enormous glass tankard of a suitable ale, served at room temperature with a 

bouquet, colour and consistency uncomfortably close to a urine specimen. A Peggy reflected 

upon her lack of a viable social life, toyed with her address book and pondered her network.  

 

Dessert was a choice between freshly baked portions of dough dressed with raspberry jam and 

whipped cream or a chilled glass of sweetened milk and rennet, topped with multicoloured 

chocolate particles, the latter termed a ‘Courtesan Wave’. A Peggy must opt for the latter 

stoically, decline a free cup of coffee or tea and probe for a call to her old friend Inneke, by luck 

find her at work in Brownland, of all places. Inneke looks up mildly surprised, a full face, freckles, 

red hair and dainty glasses on the end of a dainty nose. She had once worked for a Peggy’s 

father and they had quickly become fast friends even as their careers steadily diverged. 

Somehow they kept in touch. Inneke was just ‘fat chicking’ logs for some geothermal power 

plant, queries over volumes and rates. With a weary shake of the head, here she is, out in the 

middle of nowhere at some space station, an hour’s drive from the capital, Krst, going through 

raw data, doing the sums. Do not ask about Krst. She will smile a wan smile.  A Peggy’s situation 

can be slightly more hopeful, but there is this issue of trust as usual. She had to be so careful. 

Inneke will nod and shake her head at the same time, sympathise but criticise her for lacking 

courage, not taking opportunities. They will always have this conversation. Inneke can throw 
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another handful of Cheezies into her mouth, merrily. In the end they had to be truthful to 

themselves. The truth had to start there. But for some reason the truth remained a lonely place 

for a Peggy. 

 

Back in her hotel room a Peggy knocks together a draft. A record of progressive impositions by 

the continental government upon provincial interests has not been hard to trace with Chevy’s 

files. That will be Barney’s required back story right there. There will not be a strict correlation 

between changes to regulations in labour and agriculture subsidies and increasing membership 

for the independence parties, but this is to be the media, not some civil service committee. It 

will do. Reading through, she will wonder whether the whole thing could just as easily have been 

written back in The Filth Estate? There was some small insight to be gained from visiting the 

Apple Fest in person, but its use is peripheral at best. There was unexpected input from her 

video crew, true and Herk’s remarks about Chevi’s private history were interesting. It was not 

the kind of thing she would have thought to look for online. And she had to admit she was 

intrigued with the character of D’lorez, Chevi’s tearaway daughter. She could not help searching 

for more about her online. The sect scandal had occurred around a dozen years ago and there 

was little news since. Old photos showed her with a mane of dark hair, heavily made-up eyes 

and a crimson mouth that grinned mirthlessly. She had her father’s eyes, flagged shrewd. She 

had a privileged upbringing, long periods in Elyss and abroad, the best schools, tutors, holidays 

and hobbies, but her defiance of parental authority was legendary, her parties and pranks 

scandalous.  

 

She was a spoilt, selfish brat, attention-seeking, ruthless and impulsive, true, but something 

about her appealed to a Peggy. She was of course the complete opposite. D’lorez had all the 

resources of an insider and yet finally they were not enough. Rather than walking away into an 

indifferent outside world, she had retreated further inward, into a life of seeming austerity and 

self-sacrifice. A Peggy was intrigued. D’lorez too was tangential to a Peggy’s assignment, but 

there was something there that a Peggy could not leave alone. The story had its fuzzy edges 

where the writer unavoidably intruded, established vantage points, footholds, tinkered in the 

margins. A Peggy lingered there; satisfied the bulk of her assignment was in place. She would 

look at more old photos. D’lorez would be in her mid forties by now but there were no images 

following her entry into the Church of Aries. The church leader was the charismatic Herbert 

Moll, and again there were no recent images but clearly a much older man than D’lorez. ‘The 

Ariels’, as the congregation were known, had their headquarters in an ancient castle  to the 

south east, high on a hill surrounded by orchards and market gardens, the stuff of postcards. The 

grounds stretched for some way to a reconstructed Abbey, housing staff dormitories, and a 

complex of buildings for farm equipment. A Peggy could not help appraising the real estate but 

she also knew she wanted to visit, needed to visit.  

 

It was further away than the Apple Fest and she did not want to be saddled with a video crew. 

She could hardly justify her own visit. But she would need a car. She called Portal on the off-

chance, but Djamila was not answering and it was after ten. She read through her copy again 

and resolved to call Barney in the morning. There had been no talk of word counts or deadlines, 

he seemed to think it would run in a Sunday supplement, hard and soft, and things generally 

stretched out a bit there.  She must ask about images, there were graphs, portraits and the usual 

views, if needed. In the morning Djamila returned her call, already in the office, cup of tea in 

hand. A Peggy explains about a car – one without a video crew – which brings a frown to 

Djamila. The car belonged to Herk; it was a package. Were there no other cars available? Not 

that Djamila could authorise, they had three crews on the road at the moment. But a Peggy will 

know that this is just a run-around and stare hard at her. If she had to, a Peggy could pay for one 

with her own credit, but Portal were pulling one here and a Peggy was not wearing it. Djamila 
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grimaced, leaned forward on a table and cupped a hand over her forehead. She pondered for a 

moment then held up an index finger. There was one possibility. She would need to consult with 

someone and would call her back.  

 

A Peggy tried calling Barney but he was busy and could only send him her copy with notes. She 

would need a couple more days just to check some background but otherwise she was good to 

go. Djamila came back, excited but cautious. A Peggy half expected her to volunteer her own car 

but it was nothing as straightforward. Djamila explained that Cyril had put his car in for a service 

at a special garage, although actually it would not be worked on for a week. He had done this in 

order to prevent his wife tracking his movements. She had dual authorisation on the car and 

even when he turned off his phone, she had stalked him via the car. So instead he was now using 

Djamila’s car, in auto-drive for the safety of both of them and this way they could travel together 

quite legitimately, which made a change. This meant that Cyril’s car, parked at a garage was 

theoretically available for a Peggy. It had auto-drive and only needed a Peggy’s inclusion upon 

the authorisation licence. This she could complete by downloading the app Djamila offered as a 

link. Djamila had consulted with technicians at the garage and it was all possible. She nodded 

confidently. A Peggy wondered whether Cyril even knew. The app was big, complex, involved 

maps, distances, charge status and service diagnostics. It took time to navigate. Basically she 

could summon the car like a taxi and depending on traffic would respond promptly but within 

the law. She could feed in a destination by text or voice, from her phone or within the car. There 

were ETAs, optional routes. Djamila warned that care must be taken with parking and that 

penalties for overstay were steep in the city.  

 

A Peggy recalled the car in which she had seen Cyril depart the other evening. At the time she 

has supposed it to be that of a wealthy client. Could that actually be his car? It seemed unlikely. 

She had to describe the car to Djamila who confirmed it was a vintage facsimile, the body at 

least, a Roll-Adore, very rare. It had been a gift from a grateful client. Cyril did coverage for other 

foreign networks from time to time. A Peggy had a further favour to ask of Djamila. She would 

need a camera with a very long lens. She had seen some in a Portal closet. Her phone did not 

have the capability. She did not want a big, old-fashioned one like Herk’s – but a small, powerful 

one. All of Portal’s gear tended to be the latest. She explained her destination, would try for 

pictures where she could. Djamila nodded, seeing the purpose, said she would place one under 

the back seat when she arranged the transfer. She gave a Peggy the address where the car 

would be parked from midday.          

 

 
 

 

The prospect of the grand limousine set a Peggy a-thinking about costume and a cover. The car 

would draw attention, obviously. The question was how she would deal with that. She would 

pose as a tourist, a rich young widow making a sentimental pilgrimage after the sudden death of 

her husband. They had been on their honeymoon when he had drowned surfing. She was 

bravely continuing their tour of the region as a private tribute. It was all she could do. Her name 

would be a Peggy Mee, for the sake of ease. This was the first time she had ever had to resort to 

subterfuge and was nervous. She must dress as if she could afford such a car, but her wardrobe 

was limited. For some reason she associated wealth with conservative or traditional tastes so 

her thoughts quickly ran to vintage floral prints on a cotton dress with a slim high waist, round 
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neck, three quarter sleeves, pleated mid length hem with good pockets, in a pale peppermint 

green or bruised pink, ideally. But of course she had not packed anything like that; because she 

did not own anything like that. She had seen it online or in magazines and mentally placed it in 

her wardrobe, but that was as far as it usually went. So, what from available luggage could she 

wear to best advantage? She had hung everything in a tiny recessed wardrobe and stood before 

the open doors now like a hanging judge.  

 

She felt it ought to be a dress basically because all her working clothes were pants. A dress 

seemed to denote leisure or big occasion. The best she had was a plain grey throw-on with a soft 

v-neck and short sleeves, hem just below knee. Knee – remember those? She usually wore it 

with matching grey leggings, cropped and stud-strap flats. It was a question of dignity on one 

hand, season on the other. The outfit would need a hat for her ‘character’ as she saw it, and the 

best she could do was a floppy brown sun hat and sun glasses, not exactly flash but she would 

keep an eye out for suitable shops. She may be able to squeak by before the fashion scrutiny 

became overwhelming. She studied herself in mirrors, as usual vaguely dissatisfied, vaguely 

resigned. Did she look like a tragic young widow? She had no idea really. This time she would 

take her big shoulder bag filled with bare necessities. The distinguished car purred up outside 

about fifteen minutes after she made the call. She received updates on its approach and 

informed the doorman, Zwayne, climbed smartly into the back seat, put the camera in her 

shoulder bag and pressed proceed. 

 

The trip advanced out onto freeways, then to main roads that wound up through green hills on a 

day that was mild but overcast. The trip would take fifty minutes today. The area was of great 

historical interest and thrived on tourism. She passed clusters of parked coaches, people 

noticing her car, photographing themselves in the foreground, ignoring some famous bridge or 

memorial. She passed under an enormous stone viaduct, the yellow stone like stacks of hefty 

biscuits. It was actually an aqueduct dating from the times of The Crusades or something. The 

car had a screen that anticipated passing features to the route, offered background a Peggy 

could not concentrate on. She was waiting for her castle. Updates brought it far away in the 

distance, no more than a pinnacle to the west, as she progressed steadily up a narrow valley, 

rich pastures either side, various ruins signposted. She knew the castle would not be open to the 

public, that it had no open days and that the front gates would be a business-like affair, high 

steel grills sliding cautiously aside, surveillance cameras, pass scanners and notices of entry only 

by appointment with no details of how an appointment might be made. All of that she had been 

able to find online and the car’s screen now tediously recycled.  

 

Enormous semi-trailers would rumble through the gates in convoys, hissing and groaning, 

punctuated by occasional delivery vans. She pulled over, wanted to see it anyway, for herself, up 

close. There was no mention of the church in the signs. The castle was referred to by its 

traditional name of the Dragon’s Claw, or locally as just The Claw. It had something to do with a 

terrible duke. It was an impressive edifice, built from rounded river stones and a lot of mortar 

rather than carved blocks, giving it a grey, barnacled appearance. Atop it flew the provincial flag 

in purple and gold, a slain dragon, three sword hilts adding a distinctly Christian motif on a field 

of gold, the prone dragon’s expression not unduly alarmed at its predicament. She would look 

for routes around the perimeter but the estate was sprawling. Here and there she could see 

little tractors in fields. The place exuded an air of calm routine. At no point could she get much 

closer to The Talon. There were aerial shots that showed the tidy gravel quadrangle within the 

distinctive hexagonal outer walls, each with its own little turret. At the centre was a landing pad, 

around the edge, executive parking with a dozen spaces. There was an open arch to the front 

wall and a narrow zigzagging driveway down through the fields. She almost wished she had 

Herk’s drone. The back wall opened to a larger turret with enlarged windows and aerial dishes. 
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Her focus remained fixed upon that in her camera viewfinder as the car completed a straggling 

circuit, confirming that high walls and hedges preserved privacy at all points. She had vaguely 

hoped there might be somewhere she could sneak closer with her camera; perhaps get a shot 

through a window of something. But that was just optimism. 

 

Not far from the front gate was a long roadside stall selling apples. The estate logo was repeated 

across its hatches and shutters that were closed now, probably for the season.  Across the road 

was a smaller stall and cafe, still open. A Peggy parked on a broad shoulder and walked over. The 

shopkeeper watched her approach. The fruit still looked good and she bought three promising 

Red Rogers, mainly as a pretext to strike up a conversation with the shopkeeper, a middle-aged 

lady in apron and vaguely traditional floral print and baseball cap. Sunglasses added a savvy, 

egalitarian tilt. A Peggy can ask of the apples whether they are from the estate and motion 

across the road. The shopkeeper, Vera, assents with a firm nod. A Peggy then nods to the closed 

stall and ventures that Vera has no competition today. Vera nods again then speaks deliberately 

into a Peggy’s phone. It only opened for the weekend crowds and bus tours. Today the buses 

were on other routes, she pointed vaguely towards the mountains. A Peggy asks if Vera ever saw 

the head of the estate, Minister Herbert Moll? Vera would shake her head. The Minister was 

very old now and unwell. He seldom left the estate. A Peggy would then ask after his wife, 

D’lorez and Vera should pause, regard a Peggy tolerantly. The Chevi woman was long gone. Did 

she mean she was dead? No, she took her children and ran away. A local van driver heard the 

gossip on the estate. The whole village knew. Many were secretly amused. Where had she gone? 

Had she left the church? Not exactly, she had run away with the apostate Alfa. A Peggy will echo 

the name emptily. 

 

Did Alfa have an estate? Vera will prevaricate. Not exactly, she concedes. He had been 

excommunicated but... her upper hand wobbled side to side unsteadily. He still had friends in 

The Claw. This was followed by just the slightest hint of a shrug. A wizened old gentleman in 

frayed peak cap and tweeds advanced cautiously with a walking stick. He nodded to Vera and 

was introduced as Eustm, a retired dry cleaner. He addressed a Peggy in English, asked about the 

car, was it an original? It was only a facsimile; it had been a passion of her late husband. Eustm 

admired the craftsmanship and asked if she belonged to the church, nodding at the estate. His 

English had an archaic, crumbling quality, not unappealing. A Peggy had heard the stories about 

the scandalous D’lorez Chevi and would have liked to have visited the castle. She was just 

touring, a romantic outsider. Eustm will tell her D’lorez bore The Minister three children, but 

they were perhaps not all his. Herbert grew strange and she ran away with Alfa, who was a very 

bad man she had only made worse. A Peggy was again instantly intrigued. She looked up to The 

Claw, trying to see it as a crucible of evil, imagining appropriate theme music. Did Eustm have a 

current address for this Alfa? Did Alfa have his own church? Eustm would laugh, something like a 

death rattle, shook his head, also something like a death rattle. In Gezzalin, he said to Vera that 

Alfa was just a gangster, was he not? She replied Alfa thought himself a demigod now. To a 

Peggy, in English, he would say that Alfa did not have a church although his followers 

worshipped him. He did not have an estate exactly. It was just a large compound, hidden high up 

near the border. He made his money in smuggling and other crimes. He was a very dangerous 

man.  

 

A Peggy could get no clear idea where this compound was, apart from mention that it was near a 

ski resort. In the meantime her car had predictably attracted a small crowd of locals, mostly 

small in age as well. None interrogated her over her marital status or fashion sense as she 

approached, for which she felt both relieved and slightly disappointed. In the car she took up her 

laptop. She wanted a bigger screen for her search for Alfa. A straight search of the web yielded 

little. The area did not have a reputation for lawlessness or organised crime, quite the contrary. 
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At most she found stories of a young Ibian, Oriolu, wanted for daring robberies on both sides of 

the border during the skiing season. As yet he remained at large. However, using her Brandnew 

permissions she could access far more revealing data bases. Here Alfa was recognised as 

Anatolya Zoe with a long list of arrests on smuggling, possession of stolen goods, possession of 

unregistered firearms, deadly weapons and toxic sprays, possession of illegal narcotics, 

cultivation of illegal plants with a view to refinement of illicit drugs, burglary, breaking and 

entering, rape, assault and battery, sex trafficking, people smuggling, armed theft, kidnapping, 

party to fraud and illegal duplication of patented luxury products, impersonation of a police 

officer, impersonation of a justice of the peace, resisting arrest and assault of a police offer, 

audible obscenity in a court of law, audibly obscenity directed at a magistrate, internet fraud and 

hacking of banking records, currency manipulation and forgery, extreme hate posts on social 

media, drunk and disorderly in a public place, driving under the influence of illegal substances, 

murder and malicious destruction of private property, blackmail, holding persons against their 

will, subverting the course of justice and false witness, criminal disregard of building regulations, 

absconding bail, non payment of rates, bills and fines, cruelty to animals, abuse of a civil servant 

and disturbing the peace. There were summonses and trials but so far no convictions. 

 

She could see what Eustm had been driving at. Alfa had an unsavoury reputation. There were 

mug shots that showed Alfa in a variety of amusing moods and fashions, clean shaven, unshaven 

and with a variety of beards, wide eyed, half asleep and coolly appraising, wounded, injured, 

swollen and recovered, healthy, tanned, tight lipped and slack jawed. There were press shots 

from outside a court where he sported an extravagant curled blue moustache and matching 

permed locks, where he grimaced and pulled faces to defy any easy recognition but the 

conclusion had to be that under it all he was around forty, handsome, supremely confident and 

cunning. His domicile however remained frustratingly elusive. Reading thoroughly, there was 

mention of a motorcycle gang, The Brigands with whom Alpha seemed to have regular contact, 

was possibly an occasional member. There would be related mention of a village across the 

border where The Brigands had been involved in riotous assembly, lasting some hours. 

Elsewhere there can be mention of a village back in Gezzex, a notorious tattoo parlour in which 

The Brigands were allegedly partners, had been subject to repeated attacks of arson. The 

investigation will be ongoing. The two places were around eight kilometres apart, by a straight 

line on the map, but by road the distance might have been twice that. A third mention, of a fast 

food restaurant on a main road to a ski resort, where known associates of Alpha were 

apprehended for conduct unbecoming a gentleman, allowed a Peggy to triangulate a search 

area.  

 

It came to around fifteen square kilometres and covered swathes of a national park. Satellite 

mapping kept her going for hours. It had impressive resolution but it was painstaking work. The 

day slipped away. The drive back to Belloque would not appeal and she can look for somewhere 

to stay overnight. The nearby village always had a motel but it will be very expensive for what it 

had to offer. She would opt for a camping ground further up the road. Nestled under tall dark 

trees, it will be deserted, the season all but over. She was lucky to find it still open, according to 

the underemployed werewolf in the booth. There would be cafes, not far, a series of local 

delicacies of uncertain merit. She could sleep on the back seat, the soft, aromatic leather, a 

faded crimson, echoing the fabulous duco. In the morning she will discover a considerable rain 

storm had visited during the night, leaving the park a patchwork of puddles. Her search of 

satellite mapping will continue but be imperfect because of blacked out areas, understood to be 

military bases or top secret facilities. Even so she has been able to identify likely buildings in a 

remote clearing, several tracks leading back to a main road. The terrain is rugged, isolated, 

forbidding.  
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It had all taken time and exhausted her, but she enjoyed the thrill of the hunt, the triumph of 

method, an adrenalin rush. It was called ‘blooded’ or ‘locked-on’ and in the trade was regarded 

with a mixture of envy and pity. The writer was at their most dangerous and yet endangered, 

inspired and yet blinkered. Her first order of the day though was to obtain a decent coffee. She 

had at least an approximate destination and an estimated time of arrival of fifty minutes, for 

today. The journey gets underway eventually and there is time to attend to messages. There has 

been a call from Barney. He beams insincerely, his wardrobe a minor variation on previous 

efforts. He will swing back and forth in his chair, hands clasped. Crucially, his words are positive. 

It has been really good stuff. He is impressed. She can stretch it to two thousand words; get 

clearance on four images, including graphics. ‘They’ really like the mad sect angle and the 

breakdown, the splinter analysis within Gezzex. Can she file it today? They may have something 

more for her in store. His eyebrows will jump knowingly. A Peggy will not even be sure she 

recognises her article under this description but sets about the amendments, only to have 

trouble with a stable signal to Brandnews as they wind deeper into the mountains. She must 

leave it until she gets back to Belloque. Her little reconnaissance would not take all day.  

 

There is little mention of Alfa’s domestic arrangements in the data bases, no mention of D’lorez 

specifically and at most allusion to something that sounds a little like a harem. There are a 

number of well-spaced buildings within the compound, anecdotal evidence of children, even 

schooling. But a Peggy is intent upon tracing a trajectory inward for D’lorez, retreating into a 

private world in order to reinforce a sense of personal control. D’lorez is the daughter of an 

important advocate of local independence, but the independence is never local enough for her. 

It must exclude more and more until power rests only in acts of crime, defies religion and clings 

to immediate family. It is a disturbing development. None of this will be in her article of course, 

but it is a direct consequence of her topic. Even the drift to the border captures an imploding 

movement, a final dispersal of identity for place and citizens. A Peggy wants to know how much 

freedom or power D’lorez enjoys now? How much satisfaction does she take from her hermetic 

life? But she also knows she has virtually no chance of an interview and no scope for it in her 

article in any case. It is to be strictly for a Peggy’s benefit, an aid to navigating the outside world.  

 

For a Peggy it is important that her world remain open, indefinite, with room to move. And not 

just literally, as travel, but to adapt and revise her role and station, to grow. Her world had to be 

big, even at the risk of making her small, had to be competitive, even at the risk of losing, had to 

be shared, even at the risk of being banal, commonplace. And this latitude is really why she had 

trouble being close to anyone. It spoiled the view, begged compromise and obligations. She 

intuitively saw a kind of symmetry with someone like D’lorez, who felt comfortable only in 

confines, needed all those connections before she had a sense of herself and agency. Ultimately, 

neither was very satisfactory, but who lives the perfect life? Who has the answers when the 

questions are being asked? A Peggy will have taken this assignment pretty much as far as it can 

be taken but feels thwarted somehow, still missing something.  

 

 

 
 

 

The more remote the terrain, the more difficult it became to instruct the car in a navigable 

route. A Peggy resorted to map co-ordinates, approximate intersections for a road, but she 
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could tell the car was not happy. It wanted street numbers, bus stops, food franchises and traffic 

lights. At some point they passed beyond all that.  She imagined the car’s lower lip jutting, a 

sulking tone to its confirmations. The stream of roadside features and back stories also fell away. 

The best the car could manage was noting distant snow capped peaks by name, but these were 

dull on an overcast day, fleeting amid forests. At one point the car mentioned the difficulty 

elephants had experienced crossing a certain mountain pass. This almost slipped by a Peggy, but 

she will have to query the statement, suspecting she may have misheard. There was a pause. 

The car apologised. That item was no longer available. A Peggy must worry the car’s auto-drive 

may be suffering a nervous breakdown – undue stress on the memory or buffering. It may have 

been easier to just switch to manual driving mode. It was easily done; there was a key in the 

steering wheel shaft. All she had to do was turn it. But she was enjoying the challenge of being a 

backseat driver, for just a little longer.  

 

The closer they came to the suspected location the slower they went. Roads narrowed, grew 

steeper, unsealed. A horn had to be sounded at blind curves, the route replotted with finer 

coordinates. A Peggy must see no other traffic, little evidence of inhabitants. The day will drizzle 

intermittently. The route will be reduced to an overgrown track and headlights used in the 

growing gloom. Finally they will be stopped by a high cyclone-wire fence that continued straight 

across the track, up through the impenetrable forest. There can be no room to turn the car 

around and a Peggy had to try and just reverse it, which it did with alacrity and precision. Once 

back where the route had forked, she must consult her satellite mapping, which has not been 

entirely up-to-date, obviously, and try another track. This time they will rise up cautiously to a 

wide, level clearing, a little overgrown and roughly the size of a playing field. They will drive 

slowly to one side, a Peggy looking for the wire fence, soon suspecting the field may be an 

occasional airfield. There were tyre tracks here and there, no sign of cultivation. She can 

eventually discern the fence through undergrowth on the other side of the field. The car will be 

parked in shade now that the sun has wandered back into the sky and the field squelch as she 

picks her way carefully toward the fence, camera slung over a shoulder. She must listen carefully 

for any sound of habitation but there will be only the wind. 

 

She would reach the fence with difficulty and then decide which direction to pursue it. The fence 

will be high, perhaps two metres seventy-eight with razor wire adding a discreet but stern 

flourish. It was not electrified though, that was lucky. She will follow the fence past the far end 

of the field and down a steep incline. It would not have been easy erecting such a fence in this 

terrain. There are outcrops rock; fallen trees and just the ghost of a trail for the sharp eyed, 

perhaps for no more than a foraging bear or wolf, she should surmise soberly. Then she will see 

what she had hoped to see. Traversing uneven ground there will be a gap between the base of 

the fence and the ground. And it will be a gap that has been worked on, deepened and 

smoothed slightly. In spite of her respectable outfit and lightweight rain jacket with hoodie, she 

will wriggle under the fence, pushing the camera ahead of her. She will be panting by the time 

she regains her feet, dusting herself off quietly and looking around nervously. Still, she can hear 

nothing but the trees. She again will scour the ground for hints of a track and advance carefully, 

hopefully. Some distance on, as she ascends again, will see a weathered sign that has been 

tossed into the undergrowth. It announces ‘Poachers Will Be Shot’ and has been amended with 

irreverent graffiti. She will doubt that this is the work of wolves or bears however, but she is well 

and truly out of her comfort zone here, playing it by ear and not recognising the tune. But while 

tone deaf to music, she can nonetheless recognise distant voices; raised and argumentative, 

coming from somewhere below, away from the fence.  

 

She will persist with the ghost trail though, hoping that at some point it will converge upon the 

voices, all the time keeping eyes peeled, anticipating the need to hide. The voices can float on 
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the wind, are sharp but halting. The trail will burrow through the undergrowth doggedly, to 

finally reveal a glimpse of a building, perhaps a hundred and fifty metres further on, lower down. 

It is a kind of pre-fabricated A-frame, possibly assembled from diverse or wrong projects, a less 

diligent plan. It will be two or three storeys with full-length windows leading onto tiny, 

precarious balconies, the uppermost more or less on parity with her eyeline. She can see only 

the front with a landing or terrace and steps down to a gravel parking lot containing three 

battered SUVs. There can be no sign of the speakers. A Peggy must move away, in the direction 

of the SUVs, descend a little. She will ease from tree to tree, bush to bush and the slope will 

become gentler, giving way to a garden of mature shrubbery. She can see across most of the 

compound from there and is a little surprised at its ramshackle, basic nature. It will not be a 

luxury hideaway for a criminal mastermind by any means. The open, uneven ground will be 

sizeable with a clutter of mobile generators of various vintages, large fuel drums, pumps, racks 

of gas bottles, industrial skips piled high with garbage, large plastic water tanks and hoses, piles 

of sundry building materials and gardening supplies, abandoned children’s toys. Dogs, roam. In 

the distance there can be more modified A-frame buildings and a coral with horses. Then there 

will be a number of large farm sheds, prefabricated steel with lightweight cladding and roller 

doors. Forklifts whine around them, cranes motor among the surrounding debris. Nearby, 

trailers and delivery vans are parked randomly.  

 

If a Peggy had to guess at the number of inhabitants, it would have been around twenty. Nearer 

her there will be a high shed with its roller door open, a new SUV parked on its apron, tailgate 

open. Three young boys will emerge from the doorway carrying cartons, behind them a middle-

aged lady whose voice matches earlier instances. All wear a faded green tracksuit with white 

stripes, white trainers and a baseball cap on backwards. The lady has sunglasses. Two of the 

boys are around fourteen or fifteen, a smaller one perhaps twelve. The dispute reignites as the 

largest boy throws his carton into the SUV recklessly. They will be too distant for a Peggy to 

translate, but it is clear they perform their task under sufferance, that the lady is intent upon 

asserting authority. A Peggy watches through her camera, uses a fork in the branches of a shrub 

to steady the tip of the long lens. The lady has short, straight grey hair, a jowly face and rounded 

figure. It could be D’lorez but a Peggy will struggle to accept the aging, will need to see more of 

the face.  

 

The character on the other hand will be exactly as she imagined. The lady has an arrogants, 

indignant manner that the boys are clearly familiar with and deeply resent. The second boy just 

drops his carton on the ground, its contents tinkle and chink, registering broken glass. He will 

stare back at her insolently. She launches into a fresh tirade, arms folded. Both boys should then 

fire back furious retorts as the lady warms to her threats, issues jabbing fingers into their faces. 

They are almost as tall as her. They turn on their heel and pace away, more invective following 

them. The smallest boy leaves his carton on the tailgate and hurries after them. This triggers an 

especially loud and hysterical oath that is brought to an abrupt halt when the first boy picks up a 

riverbed stone from an adjacent pile, presumably part of a landscape gardening project, and 

hurls it at her. Her hands shield her from the full impact and for a moment she is dumbfounded. 

Then the other boys join in, pelting her furiously, she will fall to her knees, screaming and then 

weeping. One stone whistles past, knocking her sunglasses off. Another lands directly on her left 

eye socket, bringing cheers from the throwers. One bounces off the top of her head, dislodging 

her cap. There must be blood and great misery. The siren-like wail will draw others from the 

shed, other ladies in tracksuits racing to the defence of one of their own.  

 

At first the boys stand their ground under a torrent of recrimination, then, when an older man 

emerges from the shed, in overalls, a welder’s mask raised and gauntlets gesturing at them, they 

turn reluctantly and mount trail bikes parked nearby, gun their engines and race away to the 
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other side of the compound, doing wheelies and other stunts. The injured lady is helped to her 

feet, unsteadily, ushered back inside the shed. The welder pulls off a gauntlet and consults his 

mobile phone. A Peggy will be shaking, no longer able to hold the camera or watch proceedings. 

She huddles in the shrubbery, breathing raggedly, weeping. She must concentrate on looking 

down at the camera, dabbing at her eyes, catching her breath. Has she just witnessed D’lorez 

being stoned by her own children? She will be inclined to think it was D’lorez, once the 

sunglasses had been knocked off. The eyes briefly had the requisite fieriness. But the children 

are too old; at most the smallest might be hers. A Peggy will do the maths. According to Eustm 

and Vera, D’lorez abandoned the church around five years ago, along with church favourite, Alfa. 

She had three children throughout her seven years there, perhaps not all fathered by Herbert 

Moll. This compound probably contained other ladies and their children, prior to the arrival of 

D’lorez. No doubt there will have been some sort hierarchy or pecking order, not necessarily to 

her liking, not necessarily of Alfa’s making. Children would be only too keenly aware of such 

arrangements.  

 

A Peggy wonders whether this incident will warrant the appearance of Alfa, some sort of 

intervention. She will wait anxiously, the camera again raised, but at most a white delivery van 

meanders across after about ten minutes. Two young men in tracksuits enter the shed and will 

eventually carry D’lorez out on a stretcher, much bandaged. They will load her into the back of 

the van, awkwardly. Others finish loading the SUV and the older man, his welding duties 

complete, drives it away. There will probably be an exit over past the A-frames Peggy had first 

encountered. Alfa will surely have been notified of the incident, a Peggy reasons, concludes he 

cannot at present be present. Of course if he is there, somewhere, the outcome must look even 

more distressing for D’lorez. What if it were a common or unexceptional event? Fleeing the 

compound would be a great deal more difficult than the church for her. D’lorez’ private world is 

now unbearably small. After a while a Peggy will decide to move on, but rather than retrace her 

steps, she will continue through the shrubbery, around the side of the shed, just to see what lies 

beyond, gauge the full extent of the compound.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Behind the shed will be old cars and motorcycles that had been cannibalised for parts and left to 

rust. The shrubbery will give way to garden beds in careful rows under netting, sprinklers poised. 

A Peggy can have no idea of the crop but takes photos anyway. The beds shall curve away from 

her; the ridge that she had descended shall follow that curve, marking one corner of the 

compound. Guessing at the lay of the land, she will decide to exit up through the undergrowth 

immediately above. But as she climbs, she notices a gardening team further around, preparing 

new beds with hoes, working their way up the slope at a measured pace. Their backs will be 

toward her as they stoop in their work but somehow one of them will look familiar and it will 

take her a moment to realise who she has recognised. She must watch him through her 

viewfinder intently, waiting for him to look up and when he does she can confirm that it is 

indeed Lindsay Fling! He may wipe his brow with the sleeve of his tracksuit and glance at his 

team mates, adjust his baseball cap. She cannot hear if they speak, but fancies they will have 
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remarked upon the prior commotion, now have trouble concentrating. She must pause and 

lower her camera, wonder if he was undercover, pursuing a story, or had been kidnapped for 

attempting to pursue a story. She will probably recall Cyril’s advice that it did not pay to watch 

others’ careers too closely and then retreat with renewed stealth. 

 

The climb back onto the ridge finds no ghost trail but weaves willy-nilly toward the spine, where 

in theory she will find the fence. She can climb with more assurance now, distancing any threat 

of discovery. But then could realise the spine is more of a plateau and the fence not so easily 

reached. She will strive for bearings, presses forward irritated at the lack of conspicuous fence. 

Eventually she will espy it through the tall timber as she descends the other side of the ridge. 

What kind of crazy people drew this boundary to their property? Actually she has a pretty good 

idea. There will then be the task of tracing the fence to the dip where she can slip back beneath, 

and that will arrive as she follows it around an unexpected bend. She then need only rejoin the 

feral carriageway back to the edge of the clearing. But just as she will be about to relax and 

anticipate the drive back to Belloque, she will hear more voices. She will freeze, barely daring to 

breathe and study her view of the clearing through a screen of leaves. She can see men gathered 

around her car. They have not seen her; do not look in her direction. There are armed guards at 

either end of her car. They wear dark baseball caps and sunglasses, dark jackets with the label 

SPECIAL OPERATIONS across the back and carry machineguns with the butt nestled in the crook 

of their raised forearms, a finger extended across the trigger in the prescribed manner. They 

look around ponderously, aimlessly. They look down at their special lightweight combat boots, 

which are fantastically new. Behind them are five Segways closely parked in a row, miraculously 

upright on sloping ground. A Peggy instantly knows who these men are, and they most definitely 

are not police officers attached to the Special Operations Branch.  

 

Standing some distance from the car, toward the centre of the clearing can be a third man. He 

will be wearing a dark blue military peak cap with a peculiar badge. Through her viewfinder it 

will look like a dragon’s head. He too shall wear sunglasses and favour a dark blue ensemble, 

short waisted leather jacket with zip front, blue shirt, black tie, jodhpurs and riding boots. He 

stands with weight on one hip, a gloved hand resting upon same hip, the other gloved hand 

presses a phone to his ear. He must appear to be listening intently, the toe of his idle boot, 

doodling among weeds. He will briefly interrupt, offering some excuse or mitigating 

circumstance, before agreeing meekly, nodding. Behind him, under trees at the edge of the 

clearing will be tethered a four-year-old chestnut gelding named Rabby. He is sixteen hands 

high. Near Rabby, there can be a three-year-old Palomino mare, named Darlene. She will be 

around fifteen hands high, give or take a thumb. The man on the phone could occasionally cast 

looks past the car, into the trees and a Peggy will realise that this direction has been the source 

of the voices. Something back there must be a concern. She had not thought to even look over 

that way upon arrival. All she had been looking for was the fence. Maybe the place had 

detectors or alarms somewhere. Then she would notice a drone bobbing above the trees, and 

the phone man pointing and directing its flight.  

 

But these will not be police. She would be willing to bet these were Brigands in fancy dress. The 

absence of motorcycles was not fooling anyone. Segways in this terrain?  Who were they 

kidding? These were just toys. She must study the phone man again. Could this be Alfa? No, but 

he could be related. He will be younger, lighter, probably taller. He might be a second-in-

command or Alfa 2.0 but she was not looking at the real thing. That may have been him on the 

phone. That would probably be as close as she needed to get to him. The man dropped the 

phone from his ear, held it away from him between thumb and index finger with evident disgust. 

His head will drop, miming ‘thinking deeply’ for the benefit of the guards who have been 

glancing in his direction, surreptitiously. Another mounted officer will emerge from the trees and 
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ask phone man if he wanted to search the premises. Phone man agonised, asked whether they 

had found any traces outside? The second mounted officer shook his head conceding “Not yet”, 

patted the flank of Darlene absentmindedly. Phone man must ask him to make one more 

thorough sweep and pointed up to the drone. The second mounted officer will nod and retreat.  

 

It is clear to a Peggy that they were not about to leave her car any time soon, if at all. They 

seemed to think she was hiding somewhere over that side of the clearing. That meant she could 

at least advance on her side of the clearing, along toward the entrance or driveway. She must 

still take care, crawl in some places, but they were not really looking in her direction. That was 

how this was going to work. Judging from the five Segways, there were three other guards 

involved in the search over the other side. That placed them even further from her escape route. 

At most she heard the odd crash or wise crack from somewhere among the trees. Once she had 

reached the entrance, where the track simply rose up and turned into the clearing, she took out 

her phone. Her plan would require some pretty fancy strings of map co-ordinates and she would 

rather have had her laptop to read them on, but if needs be, she would just have to keep 

enlarging views on her phone’s screen. Basically she would be asking the car to make a circuit of 

the clearing, sets of co-ordinates on timings hopefully prompting an acceleration. It was a bold 

plan, possibly folly, but she did not want to be hiding in the forest indefinitely.  

 

When the car stirs, the guards will shout, guns at the ready. Phone man must run over to the car, 

trying to open the driver’s door. But there will be a timing on that and he would have to give up 

after pacing it for a dozen or so metres. The car will pick up speed slightly – there are no speed 

limits for it to observe here – but not as much as a Peggy will have hoped for. The guards will 

race to their Segways, calling out to colleagues. The commotion will alarm the horses and Rabby 

will rear and back away as phone man attempts to untether the rein. The car will round the far 

end of the clearing with one of the Segways toppling over in the spongy, uneven surface, its 

rider injured by the steering shaft riding up between his legs. Phone man will still be trying to 

mount Rabby while the horse circles, deeply reluctant, head arched, eyes wide and aware of 

audible obscenities. Other men will emerge from the trees. Phone man, clinging to Rabby’s rein, 

while losing his footing, will direct them to the exit track excitedly while cursing Rabby. Arriving 

guards will stifle their amusement. The second mounted officer will try and help phone man.  

 

At this point the car will come to a halt infront of a Peggy, who will spring from her hiding place, 

dart around to the driver’s door, timing allowing, jump in and flip the key to manual before 

flooring it. The car will fishtail under the violent acceleration upon damp ground, one Segway 

rider can be bumped off the side of the track as they plunge back down and away from the 

clearing. Peggy will struggle with the power steering, skipping brakes and grinding gears. But she 

will gradually put distance into her pursuers and as she climbs a long hill she will watch a lone 

horseman in her rear view mirror slow and come to a stop, rapidly recede. “Fuck yeah!” she will 

scream exultantly, drifting through a curve. It will be the most unbelievably intense, adrenalin-

filled thing she has ever done and she will feel made for this shit. This would be more like it. She 

will throw headlights on when she can find them and set the navigator for Belloque. She will 

have no idea how long it will take, no idea what exactly the time was but she was not slowing 

down until they reached fucking towns and shit. She will keep checking her rear vision mirror but 

there will be nothing. She would try to watch the sky but that too would be clear. She will not 

believe her luck. 

 

Gradually her driving skills will come back to her. It must have been a while. Then again, driving 

something this big and heavy was always going to be a novelty. She will calm a little, slow slightly 

through an ancient village that looked like an elaborate whittling, manage to corner on all four 

wheels and find the wipers as a fine mist settles. Soon there will be other traffic, touring coaches 
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and local traffic head on, but nothing rapidly approaching from behind and as the car rolls down 

across more open country, a Peggy can feel greater composure, assurance surging through her. 

The navigator will have options and advise her to consult with the car’s system. Normally this 

would be a prelude to switching back to auto, but here will only be in order to calculate whether 

the car has sufficient fuel for the return route. The navigation screen can enlarge to offer a wide 

black frame which twinkled for a moment before sending a message rolling across the top. ‘That 

was exciting, wasn’t it?’ There could be a voice channel, but she will have muted it because it 

sounded too much like herself talking through a garden hose. She will glance at the greeting and 

agree heartily. Voice command was default. But what was to be done about the car’s fuel? The 

car should advise a slight detour to a service centre where it could be recharged for a couple of 

hours; that would be enough to get them to Belloque. A Peggy would be reluctant but she did 

not want to be stranded out here in the open either. If someone did come looking for her she 

would be a sitting duck. 

 

The car took the detour and soon arrived at a vast service centre that straddled a freeway. Their 

approach will have been an obscure back road. Their whole route so far had been back roads. 

There were recharging terminals arranged in two long lines. Ten would be currently engaged, 

seven of them juggernauts. A Peggy’s ID will secure one near the back. The day will again be 

slipping away, with two hours added to the ETA that meant she would not get back to Hotel Nice 

until around seven. In the meantime, she could at least access the Brandnews cloud on her 

laptop and edit her assignment. The connection will be solid here. The car monitored the 

recharging patiently. On the screen, the message ‘We make a good team’ will roll past. Once her 

story had been filed, with a little apology for the delay, a Peggy will reflect upon the events of 

the day.  

 

It felt like an epic turning point, as if she were some sort of Orpheus emerging from the 

underworld, not exactly victorious, but renewed, strengthened. It was a shame about Eurydice 

but there was no saving her from herself and it did not pay to follow these legends too closely 

when it was all said and done. Hell was not just other people’s children, it was the craving for 

some quiet corner that would be forever you and yours alone; but whatever happened there 

could not stay there, would not play there, only got in the way there. It was a living space grown 

deadly, with needs it could not fill alone; it was a kitchen with too much heat for cooks, when 

tender loins had flown. The myth of self-sufficiency, the rule that starts at home, paves the way 

to a hot spot and leaves no road back to roam. She had seen it all with her own eyes and yet 

known it all along, she would not sell it now for news, would not sell it for a song. She must be 

forgiven her trespasses; that led her not into temptation, but delivered her to a wider realm by 

stealth and inclination.    

 

Did she still want to be a journalist? She will not be sure. What she will be sure of is her need to 

take something from assignments for herself. They could not be just the facts and measured 

opinion. That might be what paid, but it did not really make it worth doing, she suspected did 

not really make it well done. She could not use any of her adventures in the article but the 

experience would benefit her in other ways, gave her new confidence in dealing with others. She 

felt more trusting because her instincts had been so crucially confirmed. She was ready to move 

on, in all sorts of ways. Twenty one hours later she will alight the train at Bisgon and change for a 

light rail to the airport, there to board a flight for Frankencensor, a metropolis to the east, not 

exactly Elyss but with a growing reputation. She is to join a team working on a covert religious 

war between neighbouring states. The whole thing is being directed by the legendary knife 

Waldo Suner; he of the shaved head, monocle and alarming scars! Barney had tried to tell her 

how much ‘they’ had gone for her religious take on St Gezzex, but she just could not trust the 

braces and bowtie. She had nodded, business-like, said nothing about Lindsay Fling. She would 
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be working with some real Aces though and not just on research. She is to have her own 

assignments, report from the field. They will think this thing could be huge. She looks forward to 

engaging. 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

     

 

     

 

 

 

 

     

 

   

 

       

  

      


